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Introduction

The oldest skates ever found in the 
Netherlands date from as far back 

as around AD 700. They were bones of 
cattle or horses that were fastened under 
the feet using sinews or eelskin. Skaters 
used sticks to propel themselves over  
the ice. However, we can assume that  
this activity was not seen as a sport. The 
precise point at which skating started 
being enjoyed as a sport is hard to 
identify. We do know, however, the dates 
on which the first skating clubs to hold 
competitive races were established. 

One of the oldest of these clubs in the 
Netherlands is the Amsterdam Skating 
Club, founded at the end of December 
1864. At 8 pm on Wednesday, 21 Decem-
ber 1864, the club’s articles of association 
were adopted at a meeting at the build-
ing known as Diligentia on Kalverstraat. 
The first race was planned for 5 January 
1865, but this event unfortunately had 
to be cancelled since a thaw had set in. 
Eventually the race took place on the lat-
er date of 16 February. The register list-
ing the names of the club’s first officials, 
as well as information about the races 
and financial statements, belongs to the 
archives of the Skating Club, which are 
preserved in Amsterdam City Archives. 

The first World Allround Speed Skating 
Championships were held in 1889, at  
the Museumplein in Amsterdam. The 
championship ended indecisively, since 
no one succeeded in winning three out  
of the four distances. However, in 1893 

Jaap Eden did achieve this feat, becom-
ing the first Dutchman to win the world 
title. He repeated his success in 1895  
and 1896. The ice rink that opened 
in Amsterdam in 1961 was therefore 
fittingly named the Jaap Eden Baan. It is 
the oldest ice rink with artificial ice in the 
world that is still in use, and it attracts 
about half a million visitors every year.  

Nowadays it is sometimes also possible 
to skate at the Olympic Stadium in  
Amsterdam. In 2014, during the  
Sochi Winter Olympics, a temporary  
ice rink was created for the first time at 
the Olympic Stadium for the national 
speed skating championships. This will  
be repeated during the 2018 Winter 
Olympics in PyeongChang, this time  
also to host the World Allround Speed 
Skating Championships. This means that 
the world championships are returning  
to Amsterdam exactly 125 years after 
Jaap Eden won the title at Museumplein.  
The ‘Coolest ice rink in the Netherlands’ 
will be open to all skating lovers from  
18 January onwards.

This booklet illuminates the history of 
skating in Amsterdam. You can read  
all about the races that were held at  
Museumplein and Olympiaplein in 
Amsterdam; about the ‘Twelve Towns 
Tour’ and the ‘Twenty Towns Tour’, both 
of which included Amsterdam on their 
routes. And also about the country’s 
great skaters, the men and women who 
celebrated their triumphs here. 

A man putting on his skates at the clubhouse of the Amsterdam Ice Skating Club.   

Photo Vereenigde Fotobureaux NV, c. 1930, Amsterdam City Archives
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The Twelve Cities Tour
Almost a hundred years before these 
references, there was a different tour, 
which included Amsterdam – the Twelve 
Cities Tour. This was a monstrously long 
course of almost 300 kilometres around 
the province of North Holland: through 
Haarlem, Amsterdam, Weesp, Naarden, 
Muiden, Monnikendam, Edam, Purmer-
end, Hoorn, Enkhuizen, Medemblik, and 
Alkmaar. On 19 December 1676, four 
inhabitants of Koog aan de Zaan – Claes 
Ariszoon Caeskoper, Maijndert Arent, 
Jakop Blau, and Jakop Buur – set off at  
4 a.m. By 8.30 p.m. they had all arrived 
home again.

‘Where are the heirs to that  
Zaanland heritage?’ 

The men were obliged to ride by 
moonlight – fortunately a full moon – 
since it was two days before the shortest 
day of the year. On 19 December 1676 
the sun rose after 8 a.m. and by 4.15 p.m. 
it had already set again. More than half  
of the sixteen-odd skating hours elapsed 
in the dark or half-light.  

The pace-setter was Claes Caeskoper, 
who came from the well-to-do burgher 

class in the Zaandam region. In his notes 
he gave a brief unadorned account of  
his Twelve Town Tour, recording only  
the order of the cities on the route and 
noting that after they had left Alkmaar  
it had started to snow. 

These personal notes are the only record 
we have of the Twelve Cities Tour, since  
it attracted virtually no public interest. 
While the Eleven Cities Tour in Friesland 
became a recurrent phenomenon for 
hardy individuals from the eighteenth 
century onwards, and from 1909 an event 
with a formal organisation, nothing of the 
kind happened in North Holland. In fact 
this event was repeated only once after 
1676, by the brothers Klaas and Willem 
Oostindie, who, like their predecessors, 
came from Koog aan de Zaan. 

Klunen and Storm
On 29 December 1822 the Oostindië 
brothers also skated through the twelve 
cities of North Holland, but in the 
opposite direction. Since the Zuyder Zee 
was not yet frozen over, they had to 
cover thirty kilometres more than their 
predecessors in 1676, much of it walking 
on their skates over land (known as 
klunen). The wind increased to gale  

force as the day wore on. It was a full  
24 hours before they arrived home again,  
prompting even the national newspaper 
De Nederlandsche Staatscourant to 
report on their feat. The skaters them-
selves wrote about it in the cultural 
periodical Algemeene Kunst- en  
Letter-Bode in 1828.

Two centuries later, with no third attempt 
to skate around the cities of North 
Holland having taken place, an editorial 
in the daily newspaper De Telegraaf on 
25 December 1938 encouraged a repeat 
effort: ‘Does not one of the skating clubs 
in the west of the country feel called  

up on to revive the 12-cities tour in this 
period of frost?’ 

The local daily De Zaanlander echoed the 
proposal, demanding to know: ‘Where 
are the heirs to that Zaanland heritage?’ 
on 29 December 1938. ‘Why not set up  
a meeting tomorrow evening, examine 
the twelve-cities course the next day, 
publish the organisational details on 
Thursday, and that same evening make 
an announcement on the radio that the 
Twelve Cities Tour is to be held on  
New Year’s Day?’ 

It never happened. 

1676 Older than the Elfstedentocht  

The earliest reference to the Elfstedentocht – the ‘Eleven Cities Tour’ – dates from 
1749, in a passage about a man referred to simply as Pier, who ‘skated through the 
eleven cities of Friesland in a single day’. Fourteen years later, in the book Historische 
Beschryvinge van Friesland, we read: ‘It has happened on more than one occasion 
that good skaters have ridden through, and seen, all eleven towns of Friesland.’ 

Fun on the Ice in 1619 in the vicinity of Alkmaar, one of the twelve cities. 

Simon Fokke after Hendrick Averkamp, 1722-1784, Rijksmuseum Amsterdam
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The founding of a club
It all started on 10 January 1864, as the 
De Amsterdamsche Courant reported: 
‘Favoured by the most beautiful and 
mildest winter weather, which had 
enticed a large proportion of the capital’s 
population out into the fresh air, a speed 
skating race was held on the water of the 
Buiten-Amstel, in front of the premises 
of De Hoop Amsterdam Rowing and 
Sailing Club, as this club had announced.’ 

The event was a great success, as was 
a second speed skating race held one 
week later. The result was a charter 
adopted on 21 December 1864 that 
started with the words: ‘A Club shall 
be established, to be known as the 
Amsterdam Ice Skating Club’. The eight 
founding members worked in the 
shipping trade and almost all of them 
came from Friesland, wrote the AIJC in 
a special 50th anniversary book in 1914, 
‘who were naturally drawn to ice skating 
because of the nature of their work on or 
near the water’. 

In the early years, the club had approxi-
mately 300 to 500 members, a number 
that varied from one season to the next 
– a fl uctuation that was probably infl u-
enced by the coldness of the winter 
and the presence of a good ice rink. 
The weather was beyond the infl uence 
of Amsterdam’s leading citizens, but 
creating decent ice rinks was certainly 
within their power. The club’s move in 
1879 to the Vondel Park, and more 
especially its subsequent move in 1887 
to grounds behind the Rijksmuseum in 
1887, boosted its membership enor-
mously. In the winter of 1879–1880, 
the AIJC registered for the fi rst time over 
1,000 members – double the number of 

the previous year! The biggest growth 
took place in the winter of 1886–1887, 
with the move to the grounds behind 
the Rijksmuseum: from 1,447 to 2,398 
members. Here the club would remain 
until 1937, until it eventually moved to 
IJsbaanpad.

Henri Berlage
In 1905 the AIJC opened the clubhouse 

and offi ces on Van Baerlestraat. The 
opening words were spoken by the 
architect Henri Berlage – twenty years 
after Berlage and Theodorus Sanders had 
built stands for trotting races in the same 
square. In the course of the 1930s it had 
become essential to move the ice rink, 
since Museumplein was being used more 
and more for other activities. In 1947 the 
clubhouse and offi ces were demolished.

The most important race in the history of 
the AIJC was the World Allround Speed 
Skating Championships of 1893 (see 
chapter 6). Still, the club had already 
organised unoffi cial world championships 
in the years before. In 1889 and 1890 
this event had not produced an ‘allround 
champion of the world’, since no one 
had won all three distances – an absolute 
condition for that title at the time. In 
1891 the American Joe Donoghue 
succeeded in doing so, thus becoming 
the fi rst speedskating world champion 
in history, if only unoffi cially.

1864 The Amsterdam Ice Skating Club

Speed Skating Race in fancy dress organised 

by the Amsterdam Ice Skating Club.

Emrik en Binger, 1870, 

Stadsarchief Amsterdam

A busy day at the 

popular ice rink on 

the grounds of the 

Ice Skating Club, 

which is now known 

as Museumplein. 

Unknown photograp-

her, c. 1910, Amster-

dam City Archives

Along the Olympic Stadium runs the IJsbaanpad (“Ice Rink Path”) a name that 
refl ects its past. It was here that the Amsterdam Ice Skating Club (AIJC), established 
in 1864, was based from 1937 to 1989. The AIJC has exerted considerable infl uence 
on skating in Amsterdam for 150 years – and continues to do so.

Locations of the AIJC’s ice rinks

1875:  Singelgracht
1879:   From Thorbeckeplein and 

Reguliersgracht to the bridge 
between Leidsestraat and 
Koningsplein  

1879:  Vondel Park 
1880:  Museumplein 
1883:  Willemspark  
1887:  Museumplein  
1937:  IJsbaanpad
1989:  ice rink closed
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Skating on the 

River Amstel, with a 

refreshments stand 

in the foreground. 

Jacob Cats, 1783, 

Amsterdam City Archives 
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This imitates the principle of eyesight: 
our eyes are also close together when 
they look at an object. The brain com-
bines these two different images into 
a three-dimensional, integrated whole. 
To produce the same effect when viewing 
a stereo photo, special glasses are used 
– a distant precursor of those used to 
watch 3D fi lms today.

A number of stereo photos show people 

skating on the ice, the oldest of which 
was made in the Vondel Park around 
1880. Others were made at the ice rink 
behind the Rijksmuseum, just after the 
museum opened. Some years later, 
a refreshment stand on the ice of the 
Keizersgracht was photographed using 
this technique. 

The special glasses suddenly bring this 
19th-century sport to life in three 

dimensions. The only thing missing is 
fi lm images, but no such recordings were 
made in that era. Still, thanks to some 
remarkable series of photographs dating 
from around 1890, we are nonetheless 
able to produce moving pictures of 
skaters.  

Skating strokes in the picture
In 1888 and 1889 a number of skaters 
were photographed behind the Rijks-
museum using an ingenious technique. 
Wires were stretched across the ice and 
attached to a row of cameras. As each 
wire broke, the camera connected to it 
took a picture. The resulting series of four 
or eight photos taken in quick succession 
thus recorded an entire skating stroke.

The brain combines these two 
different images into a three-
dimensional, integrated whole. 

This ‘moment photography’ technique 
can be seen as a precursor of fi lm. When 
the shots are projected in quick succes-
sion they produce a fi lmic effect of 
movement, similar to the effect that is so 
easy to produce in the digital age with a 
.gif fi le. It produces a moving photograph 
that enables us to see a skating stroke 
from 1889 as if it had been fi lmed. This 
only works on a computer screen, of 
course, not on paper. 

Three such photograph series were made 
of people skating on the ice rink behind 
the Rijksmuseum around 1890. The 

images made it possible to study the 
technique of speedskating, which was 
a completely new phenomenon in 
sport in the late 19th century. Moment 
photography thus stood at the cradle 
of present-day biomechanics.

Past in motion
The fi rst series of photographs is in the 
book Wintertijd by Pim Mulier (1893). 
It shows Klaas Pander, a leading speed 
skater from Haarlem. The second series 
is taken from a book published in 1914 
to mark the 50th anniversary of the 
Amsterdam Ice Skating Club. The latter 
is a kind of cartoon, made using moment 
photography and based on the 1892 
book Skating by Charles Tebbutt. 
It shows the American skater Joe 
Donoghue, who became the fi rst 
speedskating world champion – then still 
an unoffi cial title – in Amsterdam in 1891.

The 19th-century techniques of stereo 
and moment photography make it 
possible for us to see what skating 
looked like in Amsterdam over 125 years 
ago, almost as people saw it at the time: 
moving and in three dimensions. We have 
literally set the past in motion.

1880  The oldest photographs of 
skating on the ice   

Stereo photo of skaters on the AIJC’s grounds, with the Rijksmuseum in the background.  

Unknown photographer, c. 1885, Amsterdam City Archives

One marvellous section of the image database of Amsterdam City Archives contains 
thousands of stereo photos taken in the 19th century. A stereo photo consists of 
two shots taken from slightly different vantage points. 
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The first decision
One of the skating officials’ first decisions 
related to the rules for international 
combination events (over four distances). 
‘It was decided’, wrote Het Algemeen 
Handelsblad, ‘to abandon the imperial 
units of length and henceforth to set all 
international races over four distances: 
500, 1,500, 5,000, and 10,000 metres.’ 

‘The most elegant  
of wigs did a little leap in the air.’

The first World Allround Speed Skating 
Championships were held on the ice  
rink behind the Rijksmuseum on 13–14 
January 1893, in accordance with the 
rules adopted by the new body. There 
had been world championships in the 
years before this, but these had not been 
based on internationally-agreed rules. 
The winners were awarded a cup valued 
at 600 guilders and a wide orange sash. 
The Haarlem skater Jaap Eden won both 
the cup and the sash, which was celebrat-
ed jubilantly both in Amsterdam and in 
his own city. ‘The mood was one of great 

enthusiasm’, reported De Telegraaf, ‘ 
and Eden in particular was hailed with 
thunderous cheers’. 

Elegant wigs
Het Nieuws van den Dag described the 
unprecedented festivities that took place 
in Haarlem: ‘Never before has your 
correspondent seen his fellow townspeo-
ple let their hair down to such an extent 
as when the news reached them this 
afternoon that our Jaap had also defeat-
ed his foreign rivals in the 500 metres, 
thus becoming world champion. Even 
those sporting the most elegant of wigs 
did a little leap in the air.’ De Telegraaf 
rightly concluded: ‘The Dutch Skating 
Federation and the Amsterdam Ice 
Skating Club can look back on this joyful 
event on the ice with satisfaction. The 
competition surpassed our expectations 
and ended in glorious success for 
Holland.’ 

That same month, Eden thanked his fans 
in a highly personal manner with an 
advertisement in the paper – something 

that today’s champions do in social 
media. In the paper Het Nieuws van  
den Dag of 26 January 1893, Eden 
placed the following message, which 
appeared among the obituaries: ‘Dear 
fellow countrymen! For the numerous, 
much appreciated, warm expressions  
of praise and sympathy that reached  
me in the past few days, I wish to express 
my sincerest gratitude. With kind regards, 
JAAP EDEN. Haarlem, Jan. 1893.’ In 
publishing this message, the skating 
champion was following the example  
of the Amsterdam oarsman Janus Ooms, 
who had also published notices thanking 
his supporters for their numerous tributes 
in recent years. 

Precisely 125 years later, the World 
Allround Speed Skating Championships 
are still a combination event with the 
distances 500, 1,500, 5,000, and 10,000 
metres – just as laid down in Schevenin-
gen in 1892. This event is therefore the 
oldest world championship that is held  
in accordance with the original rules! 

It would therefore be fitting for the 2018 
winners to place an advertisement saying: 
‘Dear fellow skaters! For the numerous, 
much appreciated, warm expressions of 
praise and sympathy that reached us in 
the past few days, we wish to express our 
sincerest gratitude. With kind regards, 
[name of world champion]’.

1892  The first official World Allround 
Speed Skating Championships

Jaap Eden, winner of the first 

official World Allround Speed 

Skating Championships.  

Unknown photographer, c. 1895, 

North Holland Archives 

On 23–24 July 1892, the inaugural meeting was held of the International Skating 
Union (ISU). The timing – in the middle of summer – was so that the new body’s 
creation would coincide with the International Sports Exhibition, the first major 
sports exhibition in the Netherlands, which was taking place in Scheveningen at  
the time. For most of the 600,000 paying visitors to this event, it was their first 
introduction to sport – making it a perfect place to establish an international 
umbrella organisation for a sport.
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The ‘war winter’ of 1917
The winter of 1917 produced enormous 
problems in Europe, which by then had 
been suffering the ravages of the First 
World War for over two years. The 
extreme cold made the conditions at  
the front even more horrific than before. 
Even in the Netherlands, which was 
neutral, food and fuel were scarce and 
water and power lines literally froze solid. 

Amid this malaise, skating provided a 
welcome note of joy, since the country 
was covered by a thick layer of ice for the 
first time in almost 25 years. The Eleven 
Cities Tour was held, thousands of locals 
glided around on the rink behind the 
Rijksmuseum, and skating girls from 
Marken posed for what were billed as 
‘typical Dutch pictures’ for illustrated 
magazines.

The daily newspaper Algemeen Handels-
blad contributed to the enormous 
number of winter events with its Twenty 
Towns Tour of 3 February 1917. Skaters 
were challenged to ride 55 kilometres, 
starting from the tollbooth in North 
Amsterdam. The route led through 
Buiksloot, Landsmeer, Den Ilp, Oostzaan, 
Zaandam, Het Kalf, Wormer, Jisp, 
Wijdewormer, Neck, Purmerend, Kwadijk, 
Middelie, Edam, Monnickendam, Broek 

in Waterland, Zunderdorp, Nieuwendam, 
Buiksloot, and then back to the tollbooth. 
In this period, before the major Amster-
dam annexation of 1921, all these places 
were still independent municipalities.

Approximately 600 people registered to 
take part in the Twenty Towns Tour, much 
more than the 150 who had joined in  
the Eleven Cities Tour the week before.  
‘The telephones at the Handelsblad 
didn’t stop ringing for days, with people 
calling in to register from far and wide’, 
recalled a spokesman for the paper. At 
the tollbooth registration desk, hundreds 
of people waited for three-quarters of an 
hour, packed like sardines, to get starting 
cards. After a period of confusion, 
everyone finally made their way onto  
the ice. 

‘We glided along wonderfully just  
like in the old days, over the long, 
smooth course. It was pure joy,  
a glorious thing.’

Pure joy
The Handelsblad had a skating reporter 
on the ice that day, who greatly enjoyed 
himself. ‘We glided along wonderfully 
just like in the old days, over the long, 
smooth course. It was pure joy, a glorious 
thing. And on we went, constantly with 

cheerful groups at the back, quickly 
getting our cards stamped at the first 
checkpoint at the kiosk, and then on 
again, and the scraping, singing music  
of our skates on the ice resumed, and 
everything around us became a whirl  
of pleasure – and as we went along we 
would greet any number of dear friends 
– on the ice, everyone is a dear friend! 
– who could not keep up with us.’

The tour also prompted recollections of 
the recent flood, with all its suffering.  

The reporter wrote: ‘As we passed 
Monnickendam and rode through the 
water-filled district that is now frozen 
over everywhere, memories returned  
of those same landscapes a year ago, 
when the boat took us past new scenes 
of flooding misery every day; when dark, 
menacing skies hung heavy over ram-
shackle farmhouses and areas completely 
submerged in water.’

The Twenty Towns Tour was never ridden 
again. 

1917 The Twenty Towns Tour   

The Zuyder Zee Flood that struck the Netherlands in the night of 13–14 January 
1916 cost the lives of dozens of people living in the region to the north of the IJ. 
Only one year later, that same area became the setting for an idyllic skating tour.

Participants in the Twenty Towns Tour. 

Unknown photographer, 1917, National Archives / Spaarnestad/Het Leven Collection
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Even her arrival in Amsterdam was front 
page news. Dutch people would finally 
have a chance to see the world champion 
with their own eyes. ‘Sonja Henie will 
arrive in Amsterdam on the train from 
Paris at 9.50 this evening,’ wrote De 
Telegraaf daily newspaper on 21 Novem-
ber 1934. ‘Sonja wore an elegant tiger  
fur coat,’ the same paper told its readers 
the next day, ‘and a coquettish velvet 
pillbox hat – a high model, the latest 
fashion – crowned with a playful feather, 
a feather that never stopped dancing  
for a second, as its owner flitted from  
one person to the next.’ 

“I was totally mesmerised.”

Peerless and compelling
The official opening took place in the 
weekend of 24–25 November with 
festivities on the ice. Thousands came to 
watch Henie, and she took their breath 
away. De Telegraaf reported: ‘Frisky, 
tripping steps were followed by auda-
cious, rapid turns and leaps. Lightning 
pirouettes alternated with gracious arcs, 
and everything marked by an elegance  
so peerless and so compelling that by the 
time she had finished her demonstration 
of figure skating and had accepted her 
flowers with a radiant beam, she had 

conveyed to the Amsterdam public, 
which stood applauding and cheering, 
something of her matchless artistry.’ 

To the delight of Amsterdam’s children,  
it was announced on the radio the next 
day that Henie would perform for them, 
free of charge, at 3.30 p.m. that after-
noon. ‘This announcement was received 
with such enthusiasm that it was almost 
alarming,’ wrote the regional paper  
Het Nieuwsblad van Friesland. ‘No fewer 
than 16,000 children turned up, and 
several hundred had to be turned away. 
Special police measures had to be taken 
to receive this avalanche of children  
and later to help them on their way.  
The event showed that Sonja Henie is 
enormously popular with the youth.’

Me too!
Annie Verlee was there that day in 1934, 
as a nine-year-old girl. “I was totally 
mesmerised”, she said in 2014 to the 
skating historian Marnix Koolhaas.  
“I had never seen anything like it.  
That you could dance and leap so 
magnificently on the ice, and those 
pirouettes! I wanted to do it too.” 

At the shoe shop Zwartjes on Utrechtse- 
straat, Verlee found some ice skates, 

which her parents gave her for her tenth 
birthday. She practised at the ice rink 
almost every day, until financial problems 
forced the rink’s closure in 1940. Fortu-
nately, an ice rink was created at the 
Apollohal sports centre for the days when 
there was no natural ice. There she met 
the little Sjoukje Dijkstra, just eight years 
of age, in 1950. Recognising her talent, 
Verlee took her under her wing, along 

with another protegée, Joan Haanappel. 

This laid the foundations for later skating 
triumphs: especially those of Dijkstra. 
What started as a peerless performance 
in 1934 led to the Netherlands’ first gold 
medal at the Winter Games in 1964. We 
will take a closer look at Dijkstra’s career 
at page 38. 

1934 Sonja Henie in Amsterdam  

Sonja Henie is one of the most famous skaters of all time. Starting in 1927, she won 
ten world titles and three Olympic gold medals, after which she pursued a career as a 
film star and at the Hollywood Ice Revue. In 1934 she came to Amsterdam to open the 
first Dutch skating rink, at the Sportfondsenbad swimming pool on Linnaeusstraat. 

The Norwegian figure skater Sonja Henie whirls around  

the new skating rink.Unknown photographer, 1934,  

National Archives / Spaarnestad/Het Leven Collection
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The Keizers Race,  

a 150-metre sprint on the 

frozen Keizersgracht. 

Robin Utrecht, 2012, ANP
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Donker was born in Ilpendam on 2 March 
1918 as the daughter of the family doctor 
Jacobus Donker. As a child she was a 
keen sports fan, and particularly loved 
skating, swimming, and cycling. ‘She was 
a whirlwind,’ wrote the paper Het Nieuws 
van den Dag on 6 January 1940, ‘lithe, 
brisk, nimble, a picture of health and 
bloom, as perfect as smooth one-day ice, 
and an impish champion.’ 

Protest
In the 1930s, Donker was by far the best 
long-distance female skater in the 
country, although the Skating Federation 
scarcely had any interest in the idea of  
a serious women’s competition. She first 
took part in a competition in January 
1933, at just 14 years of age, and 
celebrated an easy victory. At the end  
of 1934 she started training at the ice  
rink on Linnaeusstraat, which was 
described in the previous chapter. 

In 1937 Donker took part in the World 
Allround Speed Skating Championships 
in Davos – the first Dutch woman skater 
ever to do so. ‘That girl is certainly going 
places,’ observed the magazine Revue 
der Sporten. It was a good prediction, 
since at the 1939 World Championships 
Donker was the fastest in the 500 metres, 

in spite of a strong side wind, thaw, and 
sleet. She even seemed to be heading  
for second place in the overall standings, 
but after a fall in the 5,000 metres she 
continued her race in the wrong lane.  
Her Polish rival Zofia Nehringowa 
submitted a protest, possibly because 
that was the only way for her to end up  
in third place in this distance. The jury 
agreed with Nehringowa, after which 
Donker was disqualified – also for the 
final rankings. Even at an advanced age 
Donker would become incensed at the 
sight of a photo of Nehringowa, or the 
mere mention of her name.

Zwarensteyn
When Donker arrived home after these 
world championships, it was to a big 
reception hosted by the skating federa-
tion and her father, partly because that 
very day was her 21st birthday. De 
Telegraaf reported: ‘Everyone came up  
to congratulate the spirited skater on  
her splendid achievements and to offer 
bouquets. For a moment Gonne Donker 
stood there, a little taken aback, since 
this enthusiastic reception had taken her 
by surprise.’ Her next chance to shine 
would be at the 1940 Winter Olympics 
but these Games were cancelled because 
of the Second World War. 

In 1940 Donker continued to compete in 
Dutch events, but she had no real rivals. 
In events held in Aalsmeer, for instance, 
she rode the 500 metres within 60 
seconds – twelve seconds faster than  

the woman in second place! A year later  
she married Hendrik Zwarensteyn. By 
then she was so famous that Polygoon 
included pictures of the wedding 
festivities in its cinema newsreel. There  
is no record of Donker having taken part 
in any events after her marriage.

During the wartime years, Donker and 
her family were active in the resistance, 
as the couple’s son John Zwarensteyn 
related in 2010. In 1952 the Zwarensteyns 
moved to the United States, where 
Gonne divorced Hendrik Zwarensteyn, 
after 16 years of marriage. The couple 
had four children and five grandchildren. 
Donker remained in the United States 
until her death on 5 February 2005. 

1937 Gonne Donker  

Gonne Donker was the first Dutch woman to compete in the World Allround Speed 
Skating Championships, and yet her remarkable sporting career has vanished from 
the collective memory of the Dutch. She had such high aspirations that they were 
effectively too ambitious for the Dutch sporting world. 

Gonne Donker was a pioneer in women’s 

skating. Unknown photographer, 1940, 

Historic Centre, Leeuwarden

Zofia Nehringowa at the Polish national 

skating championships in Warsaw. Unknown 

photographer, 1931, National Digital Archives, 

Poland 
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Patrols on the ice
Skating also played a role among the 
mobilised soldiers in 1940, a year that 
was cold enough for an Eleven Cities 
Tour. There was ample opportunity for 
soldiers to conduct patrols on skates –  

in this case too, recorded by the national 
press. ‘For the country’s defenders, if 
properly equipped with skates, the ice is 
an ally,’ concluded the daily newspaper 
Het Algemeen Handelsblad, ‘which 
became clear on military manoeuvres,  

in which skating patrols were sent on 
missions to recapture positions that  
had fallen to the enemy. Carrying  
a lightweight machine gun posed no 
problem. The object was reached in  
a matter of minutes.’

On the ice, the Dutch army is in  
a state of readiness.  

Popular weeklies such as Het Leven  
and Panorama also published extensive 
photo-reportages of military manoeuvres 
on frozen expanses of water.  
The message was clear: on the ice, the 
Dutch army is in a state of readiness. It 
probably made little impression on the 
enemy, but this propaganda offensive 
was mainly intended for the magazines’ 
Dutch readership. 

Military championships
Many skating champions were caught  
up in the winter mobilisation of 1940. 
One was Herman Buyen of Amsterdam. 
Precisely in this fantastic winter, he was 
compelled again and again to seek the 
permission of the military authorities to 
take part in races. ‘These boys too long 
for the chance to compete in races,’ 
commented the paper Het Nieuwsblad 
van Friesland. ‘Which of the affiliated 
clubs will be the first to organise a 
long-distance race for soldiers?’ 

On 6 January 1940, Amsterdam did  
hold a race for mobilised soldiers on  
the artificially-flooded athletics track  

at Olympiaplein. ‘All soldiers encamped 
in or around Amsterdam were free to  
join in’, wrote the daily newspaper De 
Telegraaf. About a hundred men from 
various units signed up. ‘It was sheer 
delight for the boys to stretch their legs 
on this marvellous surface. The ice has 
always been maintained perfectly here, 
and in consequence the race produced 
fine performances that were well worth 
watching.’ The winner of the 800 metres 
received a silver medal from the munici-
pality of Amsterdam, but the objects  
that attracted most enthusiasm were  
the cigars and cigarettes that were also 
awarded as prizes. 

Skating princesses
In the event, not a single act of combat 
took place on the ice; all these prepara- 
tions proved indeed to be primarily 
propaganda.

It was a comforting thought: as long as 
we are on the ice, the Netherlands still 
lives, even if that message comes from 
Canada. So at the end of 1944, Reuters 
news agency reported ‘We have heard 
the news from Ottawa that the young 
princesses Beatrix and Irene are currently 
practising ice skating, so that they will be 
able to take part in this quintessentially 
Dutch sport on our ice rinks when they 
come home.’

This turned the royals’ winter fun in 1944 
into a matter of national importance. 

1940 Skating soldiers  

As long as we are on the ice, the Netherlands still lives. This was how Princess 
Juliana chose to demonstrate, in January 1940, that everyday life was still going on 
as normal, in spite of the threat of war. She stepped out onto the ice, under the 
watchful eye of the national press, who reported: ‘Princess Beatrix also joined in. 
Seated on a little sledge and wrapped in a travelling rug, she was pulled onto the ice 
to enjoy, in her own way, the glorious winter morning.’ The royals’ winter fun in 1940 
was a matter of national importance.

Skating soldiers on manoeuvres on the frozen Dutch Water Line. 

Co Zeijlemaker, 1940, National Archives, Spaarnestad/Het Leven Collection
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Schlittschuh laufen
The best Eleven Cities story of all time  
is the one told by Willem Augustin of 
Amsterdam, who took part in every Tour 
that was held between 1941 and 1997.  
It is too long to be included here in its 
entirety, but it describes his first Tour, in 
1941, just one day before his eighteenth 
birthday. Since Augustin had missed  
the last train to Leeuwarden, he set  
off on his bicycle towards Friesland,  
a route that led straight through the  
war zone, braving the pitch darkness  
of the blackout and a temperature of  
-10 degrees. ‘Finding the signs to 
Leeuwarden was quite tricky,’ he wrote.

“Excuse me, I need to get to  
Leeuwarden. Could you point the 
way to the Afsluitdijk?”

At 11:30 pm he arrived in Den Oever and 
knocked on someone’s door. “Excuse me, 
I need to get to Leeuwarden. Could you 
point the way to the Afsluitdijk?” That  
he was putting his life in danger by 
undertaking this journey in defiance of 
the curfew did not deter the young man 

from Amsterdam. In fact, when he came 
to a German roadblock, he airily bluffed 
his way through. “Ich muss Schlittschuh 
laufen,” explained Augustin, showing  
the soldiers his skates. “I don’t think they 
knew what they were.” The soldiers 
made a dismissive gesture. “I immediate-
ly understood what they meant. So I 
threw the skates back in the bag, and 
went on my way.” 

Leeuwarden, Leeuwarden
In Harlingen he was arrested for breach-
ing the curfew. “I’ll probably fall asleep”,  
he explained to the arresting officers, 
“but you must wake me up at 4 o’clock 
’cos I have to get going again.” He 
relates, “Then I carried on following  
the signs to Leeuwarden, Leeuwarden, 
Leeuwarden.” He arrived in the nick of 
time to register for the Eleven Cities  
Tour, which had by then already started. 

A farmer gave Augustin something to eat 
on the way, after which he felt refreshed 
and completed the course – in spite of 
having cycled half the night. “I arrived at 
about half-past eight in the evening, and 

that was a good time.” He ended up in  
a warehouse, where he collapsed, 
exhausted, on a pile of sacks. “I was out 
like a light, of course.” The next day, he 
used his last few guilders to buy a train 
ticket back to Amsterdam, since he didn’t 
feel like another cycling trip. (“I don’t 
mind admitting that!”)

Ever since then, Augustin’s name has 
been inextricably linked to the Eleven 
Cities Tour. In later life he actually moved 
house to Hindeloopen, so as to be close 
to the Skating Museum, which possesses 
the largest collection of items relating to 

the history of the Tour. “I come here 
every morning for a cup of coffee, and 
then again at about 3 in the afternoon. 
It’s a kind of outing for me, to a place 
where I feel at home.” On 31 October 
2004 he died from the consequences of  
a fall in his home.

Today there is a street in West Amster-
dam called Willem Augustinstraat, in 
between Wim van Estlaan and Gerrie 
Knetemannlaan: a rightful tribute to the 
Amsterdammer with the most compelling 
Eleven Cities story of all time. 

1941  The Eleven Cities story of  
Willem Augustin    

One of the unique aspects of the Eleven Cities Tour is its culture of storytelling.  
For instance, Minne Hoekstra won two prizes when the first official event of this 
kind was held in 1909: one for the fastest time and one for writing the best story 
about his race – a story that was published in a book entitled De historische 
Elfstedentocht van 2 januari 1909. In later years too, well into the 1950s, winners 
of the Tour and many other participants published their memories of the event.

Spectators shouting words of encouragement to participants in the Eleven Cities Tour 

of 1941. Van Bilsen, 1941, ANP
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Real ice skating
Anne learned to skate in the winter of 
1938, after which she loved to go to the 
ice rink in the Apollohal. On 13 January 
1941 she wrote in a letter to her Swiss 
cousin Bernd Elias that there was nothing 
she loved more than skating there. She 
used skates she had borrowed from 
Margot, her elder sister. 

It was in this very period that it was cold 
enough to hold the Eleven Cities Tour 
three years in a row: in 1940, 1941, and 
1942. In the fi rst two winters, Anne most 
probably skated outside, but after that 
it was no longer possible because of the 
anti-Jewish measures. From 15 Septem-
ber 1941 onwards, Jews were no longer 
allowed to take part in public gatherings 
or to use public facilities. On 1 November 
1941, Jews were barred from sports club 
membership. 

An old photograph
There is even a photograph of Anne on 
the ice, together with her friends, who 
included Ansje de Leeuw. In 1961 it 
was displayed at an exhibition in Berlin, 
organised by the Amsterdam draughts-
man Anton Witsel. He had obtained 
the photo from Ansje de Leeuw’s father. 

Margot Frank
There is also a photo of Margot Frank 
on the ice. She was better at sports than 
her sister, and enjoyed skiing and rowing 
as well as skating. She belonged to 
Temminck tennis club on the Zuidelijke 
Wandelweg, which also possesses a 
photo of her with her friends on the 
tennis court. 

On 4 August 1944, Margot was arrested 
at the house where the family was living 
in hiding on Prinsengracht, together with 
Anne, their parents, and four others who 
were hiding there. Margot and Anne 
were both murdered in Bergen-Belsen 
concentration camp. 

1941 Anne Frank on ice   

Anne Frank shared in the national love of skating, although she suffered from 
physical complaints that prevented her from doing well at sports. In her diary she 
wrote that she never took part in the PE lessons because her limbs would easily 
become dislocated. According to the Anne Frank Foundation she did have 
remedial gymnastics lessons, either with a PE teacher or a physiotherapist. 

Margot Frank (right) and 

her friend Hetty Ludel 

at the fi rst ice rink to be 

built in the Netherlands, 

the frozen outdoor pool 

at the swimming centre 

Sportfondsenbad in East 

Amsterdam. 

Unknown photographer, 

1938, © Anne Frank Fund, 

Basel, Switzerland

It fi rst appeared in the Netherlands when 
it was printed in the daily newspaper Het 
Algemeen Handelsblad on 11 April 1961. 

Almost a quarter of a century later, the 
photograph turned up again in the photo 
book De wereld van Anne Frank. It had 
evidently been forgotten that the skating 
photo had already surfaced in Amster-
dam back in 1961, since a story that 
Nico Scheepmaker published in the 
Leeuwarder Courant on 13 September 
1985 made no mention of it. On the 
contrary, Joke Kniesmeyer of the Anne 
Frank Foundation said that she had only 
just received it. As Scheepmaker wrote: 
‘On 22 April the Foundation acquired 
from the Dutch teacher Mieke de Moor, 
from Bergen op Zoom, a photo of 
Anne Frank, skating with four friends in 
the Vondel Park in 1941, which she had 
torn out of an old Dutch school exercise 
book when it was being cleared away. 
The Anne Frank Foundation was not 
aware of the existence of this photo.’

Since then, little new information has 
emerged about this remarkable photo 
of Anne Frank on skates. The Anne Frank 
Foundation would therefore very much 
like to learn more about it. 
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Winter view of Amsterdam  

with skaters on the IJ. 

Charles Leickert, 1850, 

Rijksmuseum Amsterdam 
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The Amsterdam Skating Club bore 
practical responsibility for organising  
the championships of 24–25 January. 
Representatives of the skating federation 
– which, like the Dutch Chess Federation, 
was forbidden to adopt a royal honorary 
title during the war and had to go by the 
unsavoury initials NSB [the same initials 
as the Dutch Nazi Party–transl.] – attend-
ed the event to monitor compliance with 
the rules. 

Herman Buyen
In the run-up to the championships, 
hopes were vested particularly in Herman 
Buyen of Amsterdam, partly because  
he had already won the Dutch Champion-
ships the year before. So as reigning 
champion performing in front of a home 
crowd, he was thought to have the best 
chance of winning. After the first day  
of the event, he was indeed leading the 
rankings, in spite of having fallen in the 
5,000 metres and ended up sliding over 
the finishing line with his face on the ice. 
Everyone was bitterly disappointed when 
the organisers announced that the 
second day was cancelled because of 
snowfall the night before. ‘Not only those 
who were in a good position, but the 
others too,’ wrote the daily newspaper 

themselves incurring a heavy punishment. 
They devised a simple and effective 
solution: they went out and threw snow 
on the track so as to have an excuse,  
that the Germans might think plausible, 
for cancelling the event. 

Saved
Normally speaking, snow on the ice 
would not have been a problem; the 
riders themselves could even have 
removed it in a few extra cleaning 
rounds. However, Heiden and Van der 
Laer refused to allow this, as the news-  
papers reported, accepting in resignation 

the fury that the riders heaped on them. 
They were also gambling that the 
average German understood so little 
about skating that he would not immedi-
ately realise that snow on the ice was an 
extremely implausible reason for cancel-
ling a national championship of one of 
the Netherlands’ most important sports.

In the event the ruse worked, and in this 
way Heiden and Van der Laer saved the 
lives of hundreds of men who would 
otherwise have been seized and trans-
ported east to work for the German war 
industry.

1942 Snow on the track     

The Dutch speed skating championships of 1942 were held on the IJsbaanpad in 
Amsterdam, beside the Olympic Stadium. That was the plan, in any case, but the 
second day of the championships had to be cancelled because of snow on the 
track. Riders and spectators alike turned away in disappointment, unaware of  
the danger to which they had been exposed.

Clearing snow from the track of the Amsterdam Skating Club. 

Joop van Bilsen/Anefo, 1950, National Archives

Het Haarlems Dagblad. The organisers 
refused to reconsider, and sent everyone 
home. The championships were not 
resumed until 7–8 February in Zutphen, 
where Buyen ended up winning after all. 

Not until 1987 was the true reason for 
the cancellation of the event in Amster-
dam revealed, when the VPRO radio 
personality Marnix Koolhaas, who was 
making a radio series on sport in war-
time, interviewed Siem Heiden. Heiden 
had been one of the first Dutch skaters 
(along with Wim Kos) ever to take part in 
the Winter Olympics, in 1928. He was in 
charge of organising the Dutch Champi-
onships in 1942, working in partnership 
with the skating official Gerrit van Laer.  

In between the races, they received a tip 
that the Germans were planning to carry 
out a raid among the spectators on the 
Sunday, not an uncommon occurrence in 
the wartime years. There would always 
be plenty of young men attending such 
an event, participants as well as specta-
tors, who could then be taken away as 
prisoners-of-war to Germany. People 
were therefore in great danger, but 
Heiden and Van der Laer could not  
reveal what they knew in public without 
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Jacob – “They call me Co” – Lassche was 
born in 1919 and attended primary 
school in the neighbourhood of Vogel-
buurt in North Amsterdam. One of his 
classmates was Tip de Bruin, who would 
go on to achieve renown with his men’s 
fashion boutique on Nieuwendijk. 
Lassche made his first skates as a young 
man of 18: he and his wife wore them, 
amazing those around them with the 
novel design. In the wartime years he 
worked in the resistance, and was 
consequently interned in successive 
prison camps. After the war he went  
back to making his skates. 

Skates out of tin
Working in a basement in Durgerdam, 
Lassche succeeded in making skates out 
of the tins that the Allies had dropped 
over the Netherlands in humanitarian 
food drops: Welfare biscuit tins. “There 
was no better material on hand”, explains 
his son Bert, who has worked as a skate 
sharpener in Schellingwoude for dec-
ades. His father collected these tins at 
the Griep food company in Nieuwendam, 
and drawing on his experience as a 
coppersmith at the shipyard ’t Kromhout, 
he made all sorts of things out of them 
– including skates for his own use. This 
gave him plenty of practical experience, 
but he soon ran into a problem: shop-

the magazine Sportief in the early months 
of 1949. “He said that he had already 
tried a few shops, but that the shop- 
keepers would not sell the skates unless  
I gave them a seal of approval. They were 
low ice speed skates. I looked them over 
thoroughly and came to the conclusion 
that they were bad quality, but that the 
man who had made them must nonethe-
less be a first-class craftsman. He knew 
how it should be done! I saw that straight 
away.” 

Skating celebrities
Lassche made 25 pairs of skates from 
better material and offered them to 
Havekotte. The skater demanded the 
exclusive right to sell them, and Lassche 
obliged. At the beginning of 1948, these 
skates were offered for sale at the annual 
trade fair in Utrecht, leading to an 
astonishing 340 orders! This meant that 

new pairs had to be manufactured very 
quickly. In February 1948 the two men  
set up a partnership with a workshop in 
Gerard Doustraat. Not long afterwards 
they established a factory on Derde 
Oosterparkstraat with a branch office  
on Ceintuurbaan. 

Turnover expanded at a spectacular  
rate, but a dispute between Lassche  
and Havekotte in 1952 led them to 
terminate their partnership. Havekotte 
carried on alone with his Viking company, 
which has now been selling skates to  
the international skating elite, from  
Ard Schenk to Ireen Wüst, for over half  
a century. 

But it all began in Durgerdam, as 
Havekotte himself often said to his son 
Bert in his waning years: “Without Co  
I would never have got into Viking.” 

1947 Amsterdam’s Viking skates    

For over half a century, skating champions have been winning international titles 
on Viking skates. The Viking factory is in Almere, but the origins of this world- 
famous brand lie in Durgerdam, in Co Lassche’s workshop.

keepers refused to sell his skates unless 
the skater Jaap Havekotte was willing to 
guarantee their quality. Havekotte was 
one of the country’s highest-ranking 
skaters at the time; in 1942 he had only 
just missed winning the national title at 
the Allround tournament in Zutphen. 

It was the evening of the Feast of  
St Nicholas, 5 December 1947, when 
Lassche paid a call on Havekotte.  
“I thought for a moment I was getting  
a surprise gift when he rang my bell”, 
Havekotte recalled in an interview with 

A pair of low ice speed skates, the first 

model that Viking made in the factory  

on Gerrit Doustraat. 

Viking, 1948-1950, Netherlands  

Open Air Museum

The skates factory in Durgerdam where Co Lassche made skates independently after 1952.  

Unknown photographer, 1952, Historical Centre, North Amsterdam
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Shortage of sports facilities
The Jaap Eden Baan does not owe its 
beginnings solely to Van der Grift, 
although the joy that accompanied his 
victory was the decisive factor – all the 
more so since this was an age in which 
Dutch ascendancy was far from a 
foregone conclusion. The first plans for 
an ice rink in Amsterdam had actually 
been forged back in 1955, with a 
proposal for a commercial sports centre 
next to the Olympic Stadium, including 
an ice rink measuring 60 x 26 metres. 
That plan came to nothing, in spite of  
the growing need for sports facilities. 

“I hereby name this ice rink after  
my grandfather, Jaap Eden.”

In 1958 the Amsterdam table tennis 
player Cor du Buy founded a local 
political party called Social Contract and 
the Promotion of Sport, set up specifical-
ly to make sport more of a policy priority. 
“We don’t have a winter cycling track or 
an ice rink and there are too few indoor 
athletics centres, racing tracks, and sports 
grounds. Amsterdam’s clubs are languish-
ing for lack of facilities.” In November 

This proved a successful strategy, since 
two months later the Dutch Sports 
Federation did in fact decide to build an 
ice rink in East Amsterdam. That same 
week the Municipal Executive pledged to 
underwrite the project to the tune of half 
a million guilders, which meant that the 
necessary sum of one million guilders was 
secured. After that, the enthusiasm grew 
to such an extent that even before the 
ice rink opened, some of those involved 
were already dreaming of organising the 
1963 World Allround Championships in 
Amsterdam – unfortunately a dream that 
failed to materialise.

On 22 September 1961 it became known 
that the new ice rink would be named 
after Jaap Eden, ‘to preserve the memory 
of that glorious athlete’. Exactly three 
months later, it was the champion’s 
grandson, Jaap Eden III, who performed 
the ceremony, proclaiming: “I hereby 
name this ice rink after my grandfather, 
Jaap Eden.” So with a word of thanks  
for Van de Grift’s world title, the event 
immortalised the name of the Nether-
lands’ first speed skating world champion.

1961 The Jaap Edenbaan    

The Jaap Eden Baan is frequently used for races, such as the KPN Marathon Cup.   

Unknown photographer, 2015, Jaap Eden Baan

1960, the Royal Dutch Skating Federation 
(KNSB) also called for an ice rink to be 
built, and even the Communist daily 
newspaper De Waarheid lamented the 
lack of decisive action: ‘The future looks 
pretty bleak for a country that produced 
someone like Jaap Eden, but that also 
produces reactionary politicians who 
deprive sport in our country of even  
the basic essentials.’  

Amsterdam Sports Initiatives 
Amsterdam Sports Initiatives (SIA) was  
a foundation set up in 1958 involving 
prominent sports officials like Ben Arts, 
Kick Geudeker, Hans van Swol, Hans 
Tetzner, and Adrie Zwartepoorte. SIA 
ended up playing a decisive administra-
tive role. It was in December 1960 that 
SIA’s chairman, Jo Jaspers, first broached 
the plans for an ice rink in Amsterdam, 
responding to the chair of the Dutch Ice 
Hockey Federation, Han Bierenbrood-
spot, who had aired his views on the 
subject in public. “We have waited as 
long as possible, so as not to start off 
poorly prepared and to confirm Amster-
dam’s existing reputation of a city that is 
only good at making plans.”

It was in the very weekend in which Henk van der Grift won the World Allround 
Speed Skating Championships – the first Dutchman to win the event for 56 years – 
that the decision was made to build an ice rink: the Jaap Eden Baan. So Dutch 
skaters had two things to celebrate on 21 February 1961: a world title and the 
advent of the first ice rink in the Netherlands. It was a fundamental breakthrough  
for the sport in the Netherlands, since it meant that talented young Dutch skaters 
would finally be able to train in their own country.
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She was born in 1942 in Akkrum, Fries-
land, but before her first birthday the 
family moved to Amstelveen, where  
her father Lou, a GP, took over a local 
practice. He was such a keen athlete  
that sport automatically became part  

Birthday present
Dijkstra received her first figure skates  
as a birthday present from her father 
when she turned six. It turned out to be  
a perfect choice, although she never 
knew where he got the idea from. 
“Perhaps he saw Sonja Henie taking part 
at the 1936 Winter Games and was so 
impressed that he resolved to give his 
daughter a pair of figure skates, if he 
could get hold of some.” 

It was in the winter of 1948 that six-year-
old Sjoukje stepped onto the ice rink at 
the Apollohal, under the supervision of 
the coach Jan Bauer. Her father went 
straight up to the coach. “He said that I 
could have more lessons if I turned out to 
have any talent. Bauer probably thought 
he was just one of those typical pushy 
fathers, but after a few weeks he realised 
that I really was talented.” The training 
sessions were held in a roped-off area 
during general opening hours, but that 
was not a problem: “I was six years old 
and just happy to be on the ice.” 

“After a few weeks he realised that  
I really was talented.”

The first season ended badly, however.  
“A priest rode around the ice rink without 
looking where he was going. He fell right 
on top of me and my leg was broken. 
Fortunately, it happened at the end of 
the season. That priest, you know, he just 
left me lying on the ice.” She spent a 
second season training at the Apollohal, 

but then the centre was closed and 
Dijkstra was forced to go to The Hague, 
which then had the only ice rink in the 
country. “And that’s where I met Joan 
Haanappel.” In this same period, Annie 
Verlee took Dijkstra and Haanappel 
under her wing. 

Never missed a day
All those years, Lou Dijkstra drove his 
daughter back and forth. “He picked me 
up from school at 3.30 and put my skates 
on for me in the car. He arranged his 
appointments with patients around my 
training sessions, which were at least two 
or three times a week. While I was on the 
ice, he would make home visit to his 
patients in Amsterdam.” 

There was just one occasion in that entire 
period that Dijkstra did not go to the ice 
rink. “I didn’t feel like it that day, and 
wanted to play in the street instead.  
My father said that was fine, as long as  
I didn’t start complaining after half an 
hour that I wanted to go to the ice rink 
after all. That’s what we agreed, but after 
half an hour, I really wanted to go 
skating. My father did not feel like going 
by that time, and I never cancelled again 
after that.” 

In 1962 Dijkstra became the first Dutch 
competitor to win the world figure 
skating championships. Two years  
later she won a gold medal at the  
Winter Olympics – another first for the 
Netherlands.

1962 Sjoukje Dijkstra    

Sjoukje Dijkstra and Manfred Schnelldorfer giving a demonstration at the Jaap Eden Baan. 

Harry Pot/Anefo, 1963, National Archives 

of Dijkstra’s life. “He was active in speed 
skating, cycling, sailing, all sorts of sports. 
In 1936 he even took part in the Winter 
Olympics. In his general practice he 
performed medical examinations for 
Amsterdam’s sports clubs.”

It would be stretching a point to say that Sjoukje Dijkstra came from Amsterdam, 
but it is true that the foundations for her international career were laid in this city. 
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Fun on the ice in 

the Vondel Park. 

Johan Braakensiek, 1887, 

Rijksmuseum Amsterdam
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Geijssen attended the opening of the  
ice rink in 1961 when she was fourteen 
years old and had no idea that she was 
heading for an international skating 
career. “I had very bad skates at the 
beginning and so I didn’t enjoy being  
on the ice at all. The most frustrating 
thing was that I could tell I was good  
at skating, but I couldn’t get anywhere 
because of the quality of the skates.  
It was not until I got a new pair that I was 
finally able to glide along as I wanted.” 
And she did so on the country’s first ice 
rink, so close to her home that she could 
simply cycle there.

“A collection had been taken up in 
the neighbourhood to buy me a car.”

The magical winter of 1963
Her second stroke of good fortune was 
experiencing the Siberian winter of 
1962–1963 when she was just learning to 
skate. Races were organised on natural 
ice all over the country. In Graft there was 
even a Big Combination (four distances) 
event for men, in which both Ard Schenk 
and Kees Verkerk took part. Geijssen was 
sixteen by then, and watched from the 
stands. Later that year, she would be 
invited to join the Royal Dutch Skating 
Federation’s core squad, along with 

you see he had only just become mayor 
and she didn’t know him. And her own 
brother was called Sam and so she 
thought that the mayor’s name was  
Sam Kalden.”

When Geijssen arrived home, there was a 
huge crowd lining the streets to welcome 
her, starting at Muiderpoort Station. 
“There were about 25,000 people there, 
right up to my house a little way down 
the road. A collection had been taken up 
in the neighbourhood to buy me a car.” 
The car was only provided to her on loan, 

though, so as not to jeopardise her status 
as an amateur sportswoman. Be that as it 
may: Fanny was given a bicycle, and 
Carry got a car.

Geijssen and the other Dutch skaters 
went to the town hall, where the mayor 
was just at that moment having a 
meeting with the recreation and sports 
committee. The mayor exclaimed:  
“Today you’re a child of Amsterdam who 
has come home with a gold medal – a 
gold report. You have given Amsterdam 
incredible pleasure.”

1968 Carry Geijssen   

The Amsterdam skater Carry Geijssen in action at the Winter Games in Grenoble. 

Ron Kroon/Anefo, 1968, National Archives

Schenk and Verkerk. She herself also took 
part in races all around the country that 
winter – it was the beginning of her 
career.

These events identify 1963 as the 
turning-point in Dutch skating history.  
It was the year with the coldest winter  
of the 20th century. The coldest day of 
that coldest winter witnessed the most 
legendary Eleven Cities Tour of all time, 
won by Reinier Paping. In Graft, Ard 
Schenk and Kees Verkerk competed 
against each other for the first time –  
ushering in the ‘Ard & Keessie’ era. It was 
also a decisive year for women’s skating 
in the Netherlands, with Geijssen, among 
others, breaking through to the top. 
Before 1963, the Netherlands scarcely 
figured on the map of international 
skating. It was certainly on the map after 
1963, thanks to the new ice rinks and a 
new generation of long-distance skaters, 
both women and men.

Mr Kalden
On 11 February 1968, Geijssen won an 
Olympic Gold in the 1,000 metres.  
Mayor Samkalden went to East Amster-
dam straight away to congratulate her 
parents. “My mother shook his hand and 
said “Please come in, Mr Kalden”. Well, 

Carry Geijssen won Olympic gold for long-distance skating in 1968. She was the first 
Dutch athlete to do so – both Kees Verkerk and Ard Schenk came later. She was still 
living with her parents on Kramatweg in East Amsterdam, and had the good fortune 
to grow up very close to the city’s ice rink, the Jaap Eden Baan. 
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‘The event will also include participants 
from Switzerland, Austria, and Denmark. 
The programme includes the 500 and 
1,000 metres individual events as well as 
the 3,000 and 5,000 metres relay.’ With 
these championships, short track finally 
reached the Netherlands, a country with 
a centuries-old skating tradition. 

It had certainly taken a very long time, 
given that short track is of the same 
vintage as long-distance skating. When 
the International Skating Union was set 
up in 1892, it had opted for the long- 
distance form of the sport. The Union’s 
choice became the standard in the 
Netherlands, but short track continued  
to develop in the international arena. 
According to the Dutch skating history 
website Schaatshistorie.nl, short track 
had evolved around 1890 from roller 
skating, which was extremely popular  
in many countries, including the Nether-
lands. In the United States, two ice rinks 
opened in 1896 at which short track races 
were held, watched by enormous crowds 
of spectators.  

Yvonne van Gennip’s granddad
Short track made little headway in the 
Netherlands, partly because of the strict 

controls by the National Skating Federa-
tion. We know of two Dutch skaters  
who rode against the best Belgian short 
trackers in Flanders in 1925, but they 
were exceptions. These were two men 
from Haarlem, S. de Vries and Gerrit 
Mettes – the latter being the grandfather 
of Yvonne van Gennip. However, since 
the two skaters had always focused on 
long-distance skating, they had trouble 
coping with the conditions on the ice in 
Belgium. ‘Since they had had less training 
in the bends, Mettes had to content 
himself with third place,’ stated Mettes’s 
obituary on 17 September 1943. 

Sporadic short track events were held in 
Amsterdam, such as occasional races at 
the ice rink on Linnaeusparkweg from 
1934 onwards. The Dutch Association for 
the Promotion of Speed-Skating wanted 
to organise races in 1937, but this led to 
a fierce row with the Skating Federation, 
which wanted nothing to do with short 
track. Nonetheless, a photograph was 
made in 1940 in the Apollohal of a short 
track race in which the participants 
included Jaap Havekotte – an incidental 
event.

Amsterdam Speed Skaters Club
Not until the second half of the 1970s  
did short track finally start to take hold in 
the Netherlands, and it has only been 
very recently that the public and the 
Skating Federation have really started 
seeing it as worthy of serious attention.  
In January 1975 an experimental race was 
held at the Jaap Eden Baan during the 
national figure-skating championships. 
According to the skating historian Marnix 
Koolhaas, a few months later the Amster-
dam Speed Skaters Club became the first 
club to take this sport seriously, but those 

wanting to take part in major events still 
had to go to Belgium to do so – just as 
De Vries and Mettes had done exactly 
half a century earlier. 

In 1988, an Olympic short track demon-
stration tournament was held in Calgary, 
which produced two gold medals for  
the Netherlands. However, the media’s 
attention focused mainly on the three 
gold medals won by Yvonne van Gennip 
– the granddaughter of that short track 
pioneer from the 1920s – at the same 
Winter Games. 

1977 Shorttrack

Short Track World Championships for men and women held at the Jaap Eden Hal.  

Photograph Rob C. Croes/Anefo, 1985, National Archives

The Netherlands’ first national short track championships were held on the Jaap 
Eden Baan on 6–7 March 1977. Besides the three Dutch teams – from Leiden, 
Amsterdam, and the Lekstreek region, the competitors included ‘the five best-
known teams from England and one from Scotland’, announced the daily  
Communist newspaper De Waarheid. 
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Two years later he made his fi rst proto-
type, only to discover to his astonishment 
that a patent for the clap skate had 
already been granted in 1894. “Only 
there is no proof that the design patent-
ed in 1894 was actually ever built”, said 

Secret research 
Meanwhile the Amsterdam research on 
the clap skate was going on in complete 
secrecy. Ron Ket rode the fi rst registered 
500 metres on the new skates on the 
Jaap Eden Baan on 10 February 1985, 
but without any media in attendance. 
Henk Gemser was the next to praise the 
clap skate in public, in his capacity as 
coach of the national team. Ten days 
later, Bert Wagendorp became the fi rst 
sports journalist to publish a serious 
article about the clap skate, when he 
was still writing for the local newspaper 
De Leeuwarder Courant. 

Between Ron Ket’s trial run and the 
discussions of Gemser and Wagendorp, 
however, the secret of the clap skate was 
already doing the rounds. On 18 October 
1985, Jaap van Kouterik wrote an article 
entitled ‘Van koebeen tot klapschaats’ 
(‘From cow bone to clap skate’), which 
was published in the daily newspaper 
De Waarheid. Van Kouterik was well 
informed about the innovation: ‘The very 
latest thing is the clap skate. Researchers 
at the Free University have been working 
on it for some time now.’ But Van Ingen 
Schenau did not yet feel like discussing it: 
“I’ve actually said too much about it 
already. I’m now busy with the patents 
and trying to get the clap skate into 
production. So I’m not saying anything 
else for the time being.” 

However, no one noticed this article, 
since in 1985 De Waarheid was a small 
progressive newspaper in the twilight 

days of its existence, only fi ve years 
before it ceased printing altogether. 
Besides, the conservative skating world 
had no faith whatsoever in this innovation 
and virtually ignored it.

Clack-clack-clack
Finally, in 1994, Eric van Kordelaar and 
Dick de Bles, as coaches for the South 
Holland region, became the fi rst to 
introduce the clap skate for their youth 
team. The results were  spectacular, 
since the team, which included André 
Vreugdenhil and Raymond Barendse, 
rose to the top within a year. Yet even 
this achievement did not stir the interest 
of the skating world. “Very few people 
came up to congratulate me”, Vreugden-
hil said later. 

The real breakthrough was at a women’s 
World Cup race over 3,000 metres at the 
end of 1996, which was won by Tonny 
de Jong on clap skates. Gunda Niemann 
was completely taken by surprise, 
she recalled in the 2017 fi lm Tien jaar 
wachten op applaus. “I was skating in 
front of De Jong for a few laps, and 
I kept hearing that noise behind me. 
Clack-clack-clack. And it kept getting 
closer. Oh, I thought, here they come, 
those new skates. Clack-clack. I didn’t 
have a chance. My tactics were useless, 
and I had no new plan. It was all gone.”

The clap skate revolution had fi nally 
arrived. Sadly, Van Ingen Schenau was 
not able to enjoy much of the skate’s 
triumph, since he died in 1998.

1985 The clap skate     

Tonny de Jong’s victory on clap skates marked the breakthrough of the new design. 

Marcel Antonisse, 1996, ANP

Jos de Koning, who is now the leading 
scientifi c brain behind the clap skate. 
The same applies to a design from 1936, 
by one R. Handl, for skates with a 
movable heel plate. 

It was in Amsterdam that the greatest ever revolution in skating had its origins: 
the introduction of the clap skate. In 1978, Gerrit Jan van Ingen Schenau laid 
the foundations for the invention as a professor at the Free University, when he 
embarked on his research. 
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‘Bislett feeling’
The first public debate on creating an 
outdoor ice rink at a historic location 
started in 2013, after Marnix Koolhaas 
published an impassioned plea for the 
reinvigoration of skating in the daily 
newspaper De Volkskrant. He suggested 
reviving the tradition of big outdoor 
events instead of always adhering to 
indoor ice rinks. ‘In Oslo’s old Bislett 
stadium and in the Olympic Stadium in 
Amsterdam we can create temporary ice 
rinks for a few days. Take up the ancient 
battle with wind and weather. After all, 
that is part of the decline of speed 
skating: it has become a terminally dull 
indoor sport.’

‘I was also enormously impressed  
by the entrepreneurial aspect of  
the project,’ 

The suggestion chimed with Rintje 
Ritsma’s dream of organising a major 
outdoor skating event. The great Frisian 
skater invoked the ‘Bislett feeling’,  
a reference to the legendary outdoor  
ice rink in Oslo, where the last World 
Allround Ice Skating Championships were 
held in 1986, with Hein Vergeer emerging 

people will once again be able to skate at 
the Olympic Stadium. The spectacular 
conclusion of ‘the Netherlands’ Coolest 
Ice Rink’ will be the ISU World Allround 

Ice Skating Championships on 9–11 
March – precisely 125 years after  
the 1893 World Championships in 
Amsterdam.

2014  Skating at the Olympic Stadium    

The Ice Age! Winter games on the ‘Coolest Ice Rink’, in which children’s teams competed 

against each other. 2014, from De Coolste Baan van Nederland

as the winner. The idea also immediately 
struck a chord with Patrick Wouters van 
den Oudenweijer of House of Sport, who 
had served as Ritsma’s manager since  
the 1990s. This produced the necessary 
momentum and the temporary ice rink 
became a reality.

Entrepreneurship 
By the time the temporary ice rink closed 
on its final day, over 100,000 people had 
skated on it. Almost 40,000 watched the 
National Championships from the stands. 
‘I was also enormously impressed by the 
entrepreneurial aspect of the project,’ 
said Gijsbregt Brouwer on the website 
SportNEXT after the project ended. ‘The 
thirty House of Sports employees worked 
non-stop for three months, and together 
with dozens of event freelancers they 
made history. The Netherlands Coolest 
Ice Rink showed that there is more to 
skating than indoor ice rinks, and perhaps 
more importantly, it showed that courage 
and vision lead to an impressive event 
and innovative sponsoring.’

In March 2017 it was announced that the 
‘Coolest Ice Rink’ is making a comeback. 
From 18 January to 28 February 2018, 

In the winter of 2014, ‘the Netherlands’ Coolest Ice Rink’ opened at the Olympic 
Stadium. It was an initiative by the sports marketing agency House of Sports,  
in collaboration with the municipality of Amsterdam and partners such as KPN.  
The project enabled thousands of people to enjoy themselves on the ice or to 
attend the KPN National Allround and Sprint Ice Skating Championships as  
spectators at the final weekend.

Skating around a soccer match
The first time an ice rink was created at the Olympic Stadium was on 22 December 1929 

– right around the football field where Feyenoord and the Amsterdam team Blauw-Wit 

were playing an official league match! ‘Occasionally one of the soccer players would  

fly off the field and land on the ice,’ it was reported in De Revue der Sporten, ‘after 

which he would elegantly glide across it. At one point, to the great amusement of the 

spectators, the Blauw-Wit referee suddenly fell onto the ice and went sprawling.’

For 4–5 February 1933, preparations were even made for an international skating 

competition ‘such as has never been seen before in the Netherlands.’ This Big Combina-

tion event had to be cancelled, however, ‘not only because of the thaw, but also because 

it is technically impossible to create an ice rink at the stadium that complies with 

international regulations.’
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A man skating on the artificially flooded 

athletics course in the Olympic Stadium. 

The course ran around the football field, 

where a soccer match was being played  

at the same time.   

Vereenigde Fotobureaux NV, 1929, 

Amsterdam City Archives 
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Father Christmas on Skates
The book Acht eeuwen schaatsen in en 
om Amsterdam (‘Eight centuries of 
skating in and around Amsterdam’), by 
Jos Pronk and Niko Mulder, contains 
many more examples, some of them 
quite hard to find. At the entrance to the 
Amsterdam Museum is a memorial tablet 
depicting a scene with a church and 
skaters. Beside the Oudemanhuispoort is 
a building designed by the architect Piet 
Marnette. ‘The façade facing Kloveniers-
burgwal has a large skate-shaped window 

17 September 1882, in the Odeon 
building on Singel, the Skating Federa-
tion was founded – the precursor of 
today’s Royal Netherlands Skating 
Federation. The bodies represented 
there, as listed in the magazine De Tijd, 
were the Amsterdam Ice Skating Club, 
the ice skating clubs of Groningen, 
Haarlem and surroundings, Tjalf Ice 
Skating Club of Heerenveen, the clubs of 
Kralingen and surroundings, as well as 
Leeuwarden, Leiden Student Ice Skating 
Club, and the skating clubs of Steenwijk 
and Winsum. Thanks to a photo taken in 
1912, we know that there was even a tiny 
ice rink in the attic of the Odeon, made 
from lard, alum, and sulphur. On the 
Lekkeresluis bridge at the corner of 
Prinsengracht and Brouwersgracht, you 
could buy snacks in bygone days. There 
was a special refreshments stall there  
during skating winters.

In all these ways , Amsterdam has hidden 
away its remarkable 800-year skating 
history. Pronk and Mulder have docu-
mented that history in city walks and 
cycling trips, ranging from seven to fifty 
kilometres in length – winding through 
little alleys, courtyards, and open water. 
The longer routes also lead past places 
outside the city, such as Ouderkerk aan 
de Amstel. The idea is eventually to make 
these trips downloadable from the 
website Verzamelkringdepoolster.nl, but 
this is still a work in progress. The book 
about Amsterdam’s skating history, 
however (in Dutch) is on sale here.

 

2015  Skating History in the 
Streets of Amsterdam    

The tablet depicting a skater can be found in Sint Luciënsteeg. Edwin van Eis, 2017

on the ground floor,’ notes the website 
Monumenten.nl. And the café ’t Smalle, 
on Egelantiersgracht, has an image of 
Father Christmas on Skates in one of its 
windows – a rather dishevelled figure, 
bending down to guzzle a dram of spirits 
– immediately on the left after entering 
the café.

If you don’t know it’s there, you won’t see 
it. That certainly applies to objects in the 
street, where a remarkable event took 
place without receiving any publicity. On 

Amsterdam’s skating history is sometimes to be found in the street – quite literally. 
At Museumplein, for instance, there is a plaque commemorating the remarkable 
skating history of this location. In 2015, Jaap Eden III unveiled the plaque that was 
installed in memory of his grandfather Jaap Eden, who won the first official World 
Allround Ice Skating Championships there in 1893. We encounter this name in 
another part of the city, at the Jaap Eden Baan, which opened in 1961 as the first 
400-metre ice rink in the world – which opening was likewise performed by the 
legendary skater’s grandson.

Street names that record skating 
history

■  IJsbaanpad next to the Olympic 
Stadium. This was where the  
Amsterdam Ice Skating Club had  
its ice rink from 1937 to 1989.

■  Willem Augustinstraat in Laan van 
Spartaan.  
See page 26.

■  Janna van der Weglaan in Laan van 
Spartaan. Janna van der Weg was  
the first woman to complete the 
Eleven Cities Tour, in 1917.

■  Sonja Heniepad in North Amsterdam.  
See page 18.

■  Kees Broekmanstraat in the district 
known as Sportheldenbuurt (‘Sport 
Heroes’ Quarter’) on Zeeburger- 
eiland. In 1953 Broekman became the 
first Dutchman to win the European 
Allround Ice Skating Championships, 
in the same weekend as the North 
Sea Flood. 

■  Jaap Havekottelaan in the new 
housing estate Plantage de Sniep  
in Diemen.  
See page 34.

■  Sjoukje Dijkstralaan in Hoofddorp. 
See page 38.
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For Amsterdam the year 2018 is of even 
greater significance, since the World 
Allround Ice Skating Championships  
are to be held in our city once again,  
for the first time since 1893, to mark this 
125th anniversary. The event will not  
take place on the original site behind the 
Rijksmuseum, but a few kilometres away 
at the Olympic Stadium. 

A history stretching back for centuries 
Ice skating has been a beloved recreation 
for the people of Amsterdam for centu-
ries – its history goes back well beyond 
those first world championships. The  
first record of a provincial skating tour 
through Amsterdam is older than the first 
record of an Eleven Cities Tour. Winter 
scenes with skating in Amsterdam have 
been recorded in paintings from the 
Golden Age and before. 

Amsterdam’s influence extends further 
still. In Durgerdam, Co Lassche laid the 
foundations for the Viking skate, which 
grew from its beginnings in 1948, in 
partnership with Jaap Havekotte, to the 
gigantic company in Almere it is today.  
In 1961 the Jaap Eden Baan opened, the 
first 400-metre ice rink in the Netherlands 
– and now the oldest one in the world. 
The first ever professional long-distance 

and a research field. That the first 
‘Coolest Ice Rink’ was created in the 
Olympic Stadium in 2014, as an innova-
tive project, is therefore entirely in line 
with the city’s skating past. Without 
anyone having particularly taken note  
of it beforehand, events are coming full 

circle in 2018, precisely 125 years after 
the first World Allround Championships. 
History has somehow steered itself in this 
direction.

2018 Amsterdam’s living heritage       

Skating rink at Museumplein, with the Rijksmuseum in the background. Edwin van Eis, 2014

ice skating race took place on this ice rink 
in 1972. At the city’s Free University, 
Gerrit Jan van Ingen Schenau embarked 
on his research into the clap skate, which 
eventually led to the biggest technical 
revolution that this sport has ever known. 

Here, skating is a form of recreation, 
a commercial sector, and a research 
field. 

Amsterdam has also made diverse other 
important contributions to skating. 
Gonne Donker, from nearby Ilpendam, 
became the first Dutch woman to 
compete in the World Allround Ice 
Skating Championships in 1937. Sjoukje 
Dijkstra started figure skating as a little 
girl at the Apollohal. Carry Geijssen was 
the first Dutch long-distance skater to  
win an Olympic gold medal, in 1968.  
And Willem Augustin’s story about his 
wartime nocturnal cycling trip in 1941 
from Amsterdam to Leeuwarden is the 
best Eleven Cities story of all time.

History is coming full circle 
All these factors combine to make 
Amsterdam’s unique skating history, 
which also reflects the multi-faceted 
nature of the city itself. Here, skating is  
a form of recreation, a commercial sector, 

2018 is a special year for skating, since it is precisely 125 years since the World 
Allround Ice Skating Championships were founded. They are the oldest world 
championships that are still ridden today in accordance with the original rules,  
as established in 1892 with four distances.  
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